In this paper a proposed mathematical model is formulated and analyzed for the automatic gain control subsystem of a hostile radar homing missile receiver. The model is intended for evaluating an angular deception jamming technique called "AGC DECEPTION". The analysis of this technique needs a real-time laboratory model that responds to external excitations in exactly the same way as the original AGC subsystem does. The author has designed, realized and tested an analogue circuit model; upon which the proposed jamming technique can be applied and optimized for maximum effectiveness. This paper is interested only in the modelling process and the extent to which the author's model; drawn in Fig. 9 [v] 
NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTION: TYPICAL AGC CHARACTERISTICS
The AGC deception technique consists in,a periodic ON-OFF switching of the jamming signal at such rates that the hostile receiver is either cut-off or saturated An analogue circuit model has been specified, designed and implemented to predict exactly the complete transient and steady state behaviour of the AGC loop in different cases. The model has been intended for: a. measuring some characteristics which are difficult to calculate b. studying the system behaviour with different input waveforms c. verifying the theoretically derived formulae for jamming effectiveness d. optimizing time parameters of the proposed jamming technique. 
AGC Model Specification :-
Simulation of the AGC IF Amplifier :-
Referring to the regulation characteristic of this amplifier; we notice that it has a minor nonlinearity. The slope OGIF /avc decreases slightly from 133. 
Simulation of the Linear Amplifier-Detector Block :-
The characteristic of this bock; shown in Fig.3 has been simulated with the circuit shown in Fig.6 . The comparator is used to simulate the cut-off for signals under the detection thtreshold, while the saturation is simulated with the two FB diodes. 
